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Abstract. In the electrical domain, qualified electricians are required since it
involves danger. Training has been based on classroom courses and practice in
the real installations, but it takes a long time and is costly. We propose to
complement traditional training with an intelligent training system based on
virtual environments in such a way that a blended training model is composed.
We are looking for adaptive and innovative training; therefore we are including
the characteristics and states of the student to adapt the instruction. We are
developing a system to teach novice student how an electrical substation works
as well as its individual compounding equipment. The proposed architecture for
the intelligent training system and the development progress of the virtual
environment are presented.
Keywords: Adaptive training, electrical distribution, learning environment,
learning styles, virtual reality.

1

Introduction

Training is very important for every productive process, since if personnel are not well
trained, accidents and losses could occur. In energy sector, training becomes a strategic
aspect because accidents prevent the energy provision, which in turn affects industry
and services sectors. Additionally, accidents could injure people. In most areas of
electrical domain, the training takes a long time and is a costly process, because
personnel have to move in order to practice in the actual installations. The substations
are not always available because they are in operation in a regular basis. Additionally,
very often there are not enough instructors available for the training demand.
We have composed a blended model with the aim of improving electrical training.
The model includes the aspects of traditional training: instruction in a classroom with
a certified instructor and practice in real installations; and the novel component is
conformed by intelligent training systems with virtual environments which allow
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learning the electricity topics and practicing the maneuvers before practicing in real
world. The systems provide virtual representations of the electrical installations. To
date, we have developed several virtual reality systems for learning maneuvers in
domains such as electrical tests in substations [1] and energized lines [2].
Now, we are developing a system to teach about the individual equipment
composing a distribution substation, in order to teach novice electricians how they work
and how they contribute to the whole process of the substation. The system presents the
lessons with textual and auditory explanations in a virtual environment, and we are
including elements of augmented reality.
There are diverse advantages of the virtual reality, one of them strives in that it
allows to visit places which are difficult to get or physically impossible to visit. On the
other hand, the augmented reality, allows having information which are not explicitly
present in the real environment. We are trying to integrate these features in a low-cost
training system.
In this paper, we describe the proposed architecture for the intelligent training system
and the work in progress in the virtual environment development. The rest of the paper
is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the architecture of the proposed model.
Section 3 describes the virtual environment. Section 4 includes a discussion. Finally,
section 5 presents some conclusions.

2

Related Work

There are some works relating Virtual Reality and Substations. For instance in [3] is
reported a work in progress; relevant here is that the authors consider that immersion is
mandatory which might be inaccurate since besides visual and auditory feedback, the
other senses of users are poorly stimulated, smell and taste are still under research. Full
immersion would provide feedback to all five senses, in such a way that users would
have the experiencing of being inside of a synthetic environment.
Furthermore the cost of immersion might still be prohibitive for companies with
thousands of users, although immersion might still be attractive for demonstration
purposes or gamming. Some advantages of VR already mentioned here are included in
[4], within a substation in a 3D virtual environment. In [5] a Chinese company mentions
other advantages of applying VR to train substation operators such as improving
substation operation, provide brake operation ability, strengthen the safety
consciousness, and develop strict compliance work style. A closer functionality to our
system is reported in [6], where is mentioned that each component of the substation is
reproduced in the simulation model, including the behavior laws associated with it, so
the complete functionality of the sub-station can be simulated.

3

Electrical Distribution System

The electrical distribution substations receive high tension of 115 kV and delivers
medium tension of 24 kV. The substation reduces the voltage which then is transported
by the medium tension distribution poles to the cities for industrial and domestic use.
Here the 24 kV are reduced to 127 v, which is the Mexican standard, by the small
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transformers located on the distribution poles. In an overall view, Fig. 1 depicts the
main operation of an electrical substation.

Fig. 1. Operation of the electrical distribution system. The substations receive high tension of
115 Kv and delivers medium tension of 24 Kv. The voltage is transported by the medium tension
distribution poles to the cities for the industrial and domestic use. The 24Kv are reduced to 127v,
by the small transformers located on the distribution poles. Partial images taken from [7].

4

Intelligent Training System Architecture

The traditional training has been successful; however it takes a long time and therefore
it is costly. We are composing a blended model to support traditional training. As can
be observed in Fig. 2, in this new model we include intelligent learning systems to
provide an adaptive training which in turn minimizes costs and hours of training; also
we include virtual environments to provide trainees with a realistic scenario to practice
the electrical maneuvers. As we mention, we have developed several systems for
different areas of electricity domain, here we are presenting a system to teach how an
electricity distribution substation works, its components and relationships. More details
about the model can be found in [8].
Blended training model

Classroom

Intelligent training systems

Field practice

Fig. 2. Blended training model. The model is composed by a) instruction in a classroom with a
certified instructor, b) practice in real installations; and c) intelligent training systems with virtual
environments.

The new component, the intelligent training systems, complements the classroom
classes. The trainees receive the lessons by an instructor and they can practice the
maneuvers with the system. The system allows distance training since electricians can
learn by themselves about the operation of a substation even before they are enrolled in
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a course or have access to a real substation. The architecture of the system is presented
in Fig. 3.
Intelligent System

Trainee
model

Actions analysis
module

Training and
examination
materials

Tutor module

Virtual environment

Trainee

Fig. 3. Architecture of the intelligent training system for electricity distribution substations. The
system is composed by two principal components: the intelligent system and the virtual
environment. The first one includes two modules: the analysis of actions of the trainee and the
tutor module. The virtual environment is a virtual representation of a real substation, and it stands
for the interface with the trainee.

The intelligent training system provides adaptation and personalized instruction
based on the state and characteristics of the trainees. To do that, the system maintains
the trainee model, which is a representation of the trainee; it contains the characteristics
of the trainee and what he knows about the subject matter. For the time being, we are
including the learning styles [9] of the trainees to present the explanations about the
equipment.
A repository stores the training and examination materials. The materials are
designed in different degrees of detail; and in different formats to accomplish different
learning styles. The training and examining material were developed and designed by
a team of experts.
The analysis of actions module determines the equipment which is the focus of the
interest of the trainee base on clicks and gazes. This module relies on artificial
intelligence algorithms to establish the equipment which is the interest for the trainee.
Technologies like eye tracking and augmented reality are being analyzed for detecting
the point of interest of the trainee.
The tutor model receives the knowledge about the interest of the trainee and
establishes what to teach according to the knowledge about the trainee, stored in the
trainee model.
4.1

Trainee Model

We have developed a student model that considers the affect and knowledge to decide
the next tutorial action. The tutor monitors the affective state of students and reacts in
consequence. Now, we want to have more adaptive instruction identifying the learning
style of students and to provide students with an instruction according with their
learning style [10].
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We based our approach on Felder-Silverman learning styles model [11, 12, 13]
which proposes the following learning styles: active, reflective, sensing, intuitive,
visual, verbal, sequential, and global. The model also proposes teaching rules for each
learning style [9].
In this way, the learning style determines the type of explanations to be presented to
the student. However the affect, knowledge and interest determine what should be
explained to the trainee.
In this way, our integration approach allows building intelligent tutors that are
adaptive in response to the knowledge state, the affective state and the learning style of
the students.

5

Virtual Environment
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Virtual reality provides advantageous features which make it a good tool to create
learning environments. Among other features, we can mention, it allows active
learning, provides simultaneous stimulus to different leaning channel for different kinds
of students namely visual, auditory and kinesthetic.
The virtual environment allows free navigation throughout the substation, and
trainees can first follow the correct sequence guided by the system and then go to
particular components in order to review how specific equipment work. Free navigation
makes also possible the inspection of the substation.
The system provides a comprehensive view of the operation of a substation. This
includes detailed information about each component through the substation. This is
achieved by providing visual, text and audio information and enhanced by 3D
animations.

Fig. 4. Virtual representation of an electrical distribution substation. The electricity is delivered
to substation by the high tension tower, and it run through the primary equipment.

Following the energy flow shown in Fig. 4, the operation of a substation is accounted
for a sequence starting in the high tension towers, then the lightning arresters, current
transformers, high tension interrupters (breakers), potential transformers, transformer,
capacitors bank, medium tension breakers, and so on.
For instance, the system provides information about lighting arresters (LA) which
are the first primary equipment in the substation which receives the high tension
potential. The written information explain how the LA work, then some animations are
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triggered so that first: a particles animation illustrates the path of the current through
the cables until it reaches the LA, and second: under demand by using a button the user
can trigger another animation where the LA turn transparent so that the user can see
how the internal devices work. Here it is explained that when the LA receive a tension
overload, the LA close the circuit to guide the voltage overload towards the ground
(Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. The system provides information about lighting arrester. A particles animation
illustrates the path of the tension. Thus, the system shows how the lighting arresters work in
case of over tension based on the animation of the running tension.

As another example that deserves to be mentioned here, has to do with the
transformer, since this is the core of a substation. Again using animations illustrating
the path of the current, the system shows how on one side it receives the high tension
and on the other side it delivers medium tension. In the explanation the transformer
turns transparent so that the user will be able to see the inside of it, and an animation
will illustrate how the tension is transformed (Fig. 6).
Contingency situations (CS) occur when something goes wrong in the substation,
when primary equipment fails due to different possible causes, for instance lightings,
voltage overload, short circuit originated by fauna, and so on. CS are associated to
corrective maintenance, that is to say some equipment fails and it needs to be fixed or
replaced.
Our system also is planned to include training to perform operations in CS within a
collaborative environment, where we can have both the console of the instructor and
the console of the student. Thus the instructor would be able to introduce specific CS
and observe how students proceed to fix the situation. This is suitable for the
implementations not only of active learning but naturally for the implementation of
problem-based learning.
As an example of a contingency situation we can mention a tripped breaker. In case
the breaker is not under observation, here a student must verify whether or not the
breaker was operated by a protection (R50). If so, he must restore the relay flags and
make a revision of the equipment informing to the operator. In case there is something
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wrong in the substation, he should start the maneuvers to bypass the equipment and
isolate the failure. Then after correcting the problem, the equipment must be restored
into the circuit [14].

Fig. 6. The system shows how a transformer works. The transformer is the core of the substation
since it reduces the high tension to medium tension. The system will show how the transformer
works by using animations and transparencies to the see the inner parts of the transformer.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

Thus far, we can navigate or inspect the substation. We have different animations to
show closing and opening blades and particles to illustrate the current flow. The system
is also able to show textual and auditory information to explain how primary equipment
works in the substation. In parallel in a different application we have implemented the
collaborative learning environment which we will include in this system. Finally we
have developed the controls of an animated agent representing an electrician. Thus, a
trainee can move the electrician and control it like in a game. This entire infrastructure
will be used to add the collaborative learning environment and the capability to train
contingency situations. The system is intended to provide novice students a full view
of the operation of a substation and some contingence situations.
There are at least three main functionalities that we will integrate to the system,
namely: collaboration, animated agents, augmented reality.
In another development we have successfully implemented the simulation
environment including the instructor and student consoles by using the multiplayer
potential of Unity (https://unity3d.com/es), the game engine that we are using. We want
to replicate and integrate also this functionality into this system. We have also worked
on an animated agent that we pretend to integrate to the system as an animated agent.
We pretend shortly to use augmented reality to enhance performance of electricians.
Once we have an electrical substation and different animations regarding the electrical
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tests, we want to include the image processing to identify different primary equipment
in the substation and together with the test sequence we can organize the information
and then by using some glasses or a Smartphone to deliver 3D images and explanation
so that the electricians are helped to perform maintenance procedures and electrical
tests. In fact this would lead us to a different application.
The system is being developed using 3DSMax and Blender for 3D modeling and
Unity as an integrator.
To incorporate learning styles in the adaptation of tutoring systems allows
identifying the best tutorial action given the students’ preferences, strategies,
experience, and so on.
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